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AND SURROUNDINGS: 
HOVERING FLIGHT OVER A WELL-SHAPED GROUND OBJECT 

Tomasz Lublin University of Technology Adam Institute of Aviation 
Abstract 

During the exploitation of a helicopter in a urban terrain, there is always a probability, 
that a helicopter must hover over a group of buildings forming a well, for example over the 
city squares. Such situation can be caused by a rescue (or fire or police) action on that 
place. 

The forces generated by the main rotor can change dramatically, as an effect of 
aerodynamical interference between the flow induced by the rotor and well shaped object. 
Such object has to have some specific geometrical proportions, i.e. ratio between rotor and 

t
lift can be a real threat, not allowing to continue a hovering flight. In an presented article 
such problem has been described, using one of the specific cases in a numerical simulation 
and a wind tunnel test. 

1. PREFACE A sufficient way to analise the aerodynamical interference between the parts of the helicopter is based on assumption, that a final flowfield is a sum of each part's influence on flowfield separately. A coupling between flow field and reaction of non-rigid rotor blade has to be taken into account. Unsteady states of flight, atmospheric turbulence, geometrical parameters of a terrain near the helicopter have to be considered as well. Models and software used on research simulation of rotor loading allows to analise a blade answer to unsteady rotor loading. Using a modification allowing to introduce the disturbances on a flow field into the solution, a model of interference phenomena can be obtained. The disturbances on a flow field are most efficiently calculated with Reynolds Average Navier Stokes (RANS) scheme using commercial FLUENT code, although the method is very time consuming. Loading changes on main rotor of a helicopter caused by disturbances appearing as a result of interference, has been evaluated using computational model of a rotor as seen in [2], and wind tunnel test results. 
2. RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS AND TESTS In a Fig.2 the results of hover flight simulation of a SW-4 helicopter parametrical model over a well has been presented. In a pic 3 there are the results of similar simulation of W- Fig. 4-Fig. 6, a wind tunnel test result are shown. 
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Fig. 1. Well shaped form of building in a city center 

Figs. 2. Numerical analysis of interference between a helicopter's fuselage and a well 
shaped building using FLUENT code [3,4]. Dimensions of WSK-PZL SW-4 helicopter 

 
a-- velocity map,  
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b pathlines (hover with skids on the same level that upper edge of well) 

c - velocity vectors 
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d pathlines (hover with main rotor surface on the same level that upper edge of well) 

Figs. 3. Numerical analysis of interference between a helicopter's fuselage 
 and a well shaped building using FLUENT code [3,4]. Dimensions of WSK-PZL W-

(hover with landing gear on the same level that upper edge of well ) 

 
a velocity vectors 
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b - pathlines 

 
c velocity magnitude map In order to validate the results of calculation, a wind tunnel tests of helicopter model has been performed. At Fig. 4, photo of wind tunnel test chamber is shown, and the results of wind tunnel tests are shown at Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 4. Wind tunnel tests 

 
Fig. 5. Influence of well proximity on rotor polar characteristics  

(rotor thrust as a function of torque in a hover flight over a well) 
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Fig. 6. Influence of well proximity ona a thrust as a function of collective during hover flight 

CONCLUSIONS According to the calculations a strong influence of interference on rotor loading has been observed. In a considered case there was a 20% decrease of lift, and similar decrease of required power could be expected. It could be necessary to extend a research for different parameters of a system, and different position of helicopter over a well. A decrease of thrust makes a thrust reserve almost nonexistent, which is possible for case of the high-loaded rotor and flying too low over the well edge. Rescue action using the helicopter with such conditions can be very dangerous. Such interference can cause a decrease of thrust below the value that allows a pilot to fly up with a helicopter (a thrust reserve). That happens, if the rotor of a helicopter is too highly loaded and if a helicopter hovers too low over the well edge. 
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